An arborescence is a directed rooted tree in which all edges point away from the root. An arborescent word is obtained by replacing each element of the underlying set of an arborescence by an arbitrary letter of a given alphabet (with possible repetitions). We define a run in an arborescent word as a maximal sub-arborescent word whose letters are all identical. Various types of runs (e.g., runs of size ≤ k, linear runs, etc.) are studied in the context of R-enriched arborescent words, where R is a given species of structures.
Introduction
Classically, a word over an alphabet Ω is a finite sequence of letters taken from Ω and a run in a word is a maximal subsequence of consecutive identical letters in , see, for example, Feller [1] , or Mood [2] . A slightly different point of view consists of interpreting a word over Ω as the result of the replacement of each element of a linear digraph by an arbitrary letter of Ω. A run in a word is then interpreted as a maximal linear sub-digraph whose letters are all identical. Here are four runs, , in a 9-letter word over the alphabet ) obtained under this interpretation (see below). Using this point of view, words can now be easily "structured" in various ways. For example, starting from the digraph of a circular permutation (instead of a linear digraph, as above) gives rize to the concept of a circular word studied probabilistically in the basic paper of Koutras et al. [3] . In a similar way, any combinatorial species F, in the sense of Joyal [4] , leads to a corresponding notion of F-structured word (or F-word, for short). Technically speaking, a F-word of length n over an alphabet Ω is an orbit of the following natural action of the symmetric group , It is important to note that under this action, the labels of the underlying set of the structure 1, 2, ,5  s are permuted while each letter is kept in a fixed position. This is a general fact and it constitutes the reason why the orbits of action (2) can be though of as unlabelled F-structures whose nodes are replaced (or filled) by letters of the alphabet, that is, F-words. Summing the orbits of (2) over , gives rize to the concept of an analytic functor in the sense of Joyal [5] ,
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of the category of sets into itself, sending each set Ω (= alphabet) to the set of all F-words over Ω.
There exist special classes of F-words, for which a natural notion of "run" can be defined. This is the case when F is a graphical species, whose structures are of the form of a simple graph possibly equipped with extra structures. Standard examples of graphical species include: the species of digraphs, of circular permutations, of tree-like structures (e.g., when F is the species of -enriched rooted trees or the species of R-enriched trees in the sense of Labelle [6] 
The study of runs in graphical words appears far from being trivial, under such a general setting. For example, a simple graph word whose runs are all singletons is equivalent to a proper coloring of the graph. So that, even in this special case, the whole theory of chromatic polynomials must be used. In the present text, our run analysis will be concentrated on classes of arborescent words.
In Section 2, we study various types of runs in Fwords over an alphabet of k letters, where F is the graphical species of R-enriched rooted trees, called here R-arborescences, for short. To do so, we make use of functional equations on multisort species and introduce a special 2-sort species, that we call a runs selector species, to classify the types of runs under study. Various enu- merative results about runs (e.g., number of F-words whose runs are all of a given type, distribution of the biggest run, etc) then follow by making use of appropriate underlying cycle index series. Section 3 illustrates the theory of R-arborescent words by analysing specific examples and their associated series. Section 4 indicates some extensions to be developed in the future. For an introduction to species, the reader can consult the basic paper of Joyal [4] or the book by Bergeron, Labelle, and Leroux [7] .
Runs in Enriched Arborescent Words
An arborescence is a directed rooted tree in which all edges point away from the root. Let
be a given species of structures having at least one structure on the empty set. Recall that an -arborescence is an arborescence in which the (possibly empty) set of direct successors of each vertex is equipped with an -structure. Figure 3(a) shows an -arborescence, where the black dots represent the elements of its underlying set. The small arc at each vertex represents the -structure placed on the set of successors of the vertex. The species
and, depending on the choice of the "enriching" species, , various species of tree-like structures are obtained. Now, take a -letter alphabet and associate a sort
The structures belonging to the -sort species
are -arborescences whose vertices are of arbitrary sorts taken among the i R X 's. The first step in our run analysis is to classify these multisort structures according the runs of sorts they contain. From (3), we obviously have,
where is the species of the OJDM
Then, the species
Proof. Figure 3(b) shows a -structure, where singletons of sort B X (resp., T ) are drawn as black dots (resp., white triangles). The result follows from the fact that an 
X -singletons are white dots, 2 X -singletons are black dots, 3 X -singletons are gray dots). Figure 3(b) 
Definition 3 Any subspecies
    , , X T B X T B  is called a runs selector species. The species   1ˆ, , k A A X X  
of -arborescences having only runs of sorts of type is defined by
(see Figure 5(a) ), Figure 5(c) ), etc. The main interest in Lemma 2 and Definition 3 is that they give rise to a variety of enumerative results about runs of various types in -arborescent words by the introduction of special weight counters in (5)-(7). For example, taking
, where is the species of cyclic permutations, Equation (3) takes the form mobiles in the term 
where is the cycle index series of
, , ,
Proof. The series   , f u z is the total weight of all unlabelled Â -structures in which each node is replaced va e counte n der by the r z and each run is give a w riabl eight u . Now, consi species the
obtained by the substitutions : 
we have,
by the implicit species theorem [4] . So that, , is given by,
In the specialˆesponding to unre-
The use of cycle index series above comes fro fact that R-enriched arborescences have non-trivial aut morphisms, in general. This occurs when R-structures ha hism e au ex series reduce to exponential generating Corollary 6 If the species, is asymmetric, then
m the ove non-trivial automorp s. In the asymmetric case, however, that is when th tomorphism group of each R -structure is trivial, it is well-known that cycle ind series.
where   
Specific ample

Runs in Ordinary Words
of non empty linear orders. In this case, L  -words are simply (ordinary non empty) words and Equation (5) takes the form
the case  In B B  , of unrestricted runs, (1 es,
 Take the runs s 
